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Abstract. The solution of the problem of a topology detection of an electrical network on changing voltage
and current phasors obtained from the phasor measurement units (PMUs) in a transient state using artificial
neural networks (ANNs) is considered. Experimental results for the 14-bus test system to detect the failed
line after short circuit and the line was turned on by an auto-reclosing device are presented.

1 Introduction
Detecting the electrical network connection diagram in
real time is important for continuous monitoring of
power lines to ensure uninterrupted operation of the
power system. Topology changes caused, for example,
by line fault, can influence other lines (leading to certain
lines overload) and destabilize a whole network. The fast
identification of such changes allows taking up
necessary measures and for reducing the risks of
cascading failures that lead to large-scale blackouts.
Various tools for monitoring electrical networks,
such as SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition), smart meters and traditional devices for
measuring voltage and current have been developed and
implemented. However, ensuring network observability
with such unsynchronized data flows, received from
these devices, remains the problem. In addition,
operators can not have sufficient information about the
state of the power system in real time, that is especially
important when large violations occur.
The successful introduction PMUs [1] allows
implementing entirely new algorithms for the power
network topology detection. PMUs, unlike the traditional
SCADA system, have an ability to record such fast
transients with high accuracy providing synchronized
measurements of current and voltage phasors from
GPS/GLONASS with a high sampling rate at various
geographically remote points of a power system.
Many approaches using PMU were proposed to
detect topological network changes caused by line
outages [2–6]. The starting point in these approaches is
that the line outage causes changes of the voltage phasor
(voltage magnitude and phase angle) at all buses of a
power network, and these changes are larger than the
variation of voltage phasor during normal operation, for
example, during swings.
The key feature that makes the line outage
identification possible is that voltage phasor
measurements reported by PMUs are different for
*

different line-outage scenarios, i.e., these are a kind of
“signatures” that is used by authors of considered works
to detect changes in the power network topology. Each
method has its own specific features but in all methods
detecting topology is carried out at quasi-steady-state
conditions, after the end of the transient state, caused by
some unforeseen circumstances, that increases the time
of the line outage identification.
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Fig. 1. 14-bus test scheme “IEEE 14 Bus Test Case” with the
indicating PMU placement.

In the authors’ papers [7-9], the network topology
was detected using ANNs where input variables were
represented by a magnitude and phase of the voltage
phasor at buses at which PMUs are attached and active
and reactive power flows at the end of lines near the
location bus at the steady state.
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In this paper, to reduce the time necessary for
detecting the line outage, it is proposed to detect the
topology of a power network at the transient state and
use the values of phasor measurement change reported
by PMUs during the transient process. Experimental
studies were carried out at the 14-bus test system. Fig. 1
shows the PMU placement at the buses 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11
and 13 obtained as a result of the optimal PMU
deployment according to the criterion of the minimum
number of devices [10] that ensure a topology
observability of the power system. An observability of
the bus 8 is provided due to zero injection of the transit
bus 7.

3 Experimental studies
To obtain the data base, the calculations were carried out
using program-computed complex (PCC) “RastrWin 3”
(v 1.80.0.1485) which includes the program module
“RUSTab”
intended
for
the
calculation of
electromechanical transients. PCC “RastrWin 3” was
used to simulate the 14-bus test scheme of the electrical
network “IEEE 14 Bus Test Case” using data on network
parameters and generators from the PCC “DigSILENT
PowerFactory”.
500 modes were calculated by means of the load
changes in all load buses in the range of 70 - 150 percent
of the base level and adding to the obtained values a
random value equal to 0 - 20 percent of the base load of
the bus. For each mode the calculations of transients
when there was an outage of one of the lines and turning
on the line by an auto-reclosing device after three
seconds were performed.
Given the fact that transformer outages were not
considered, 15 emergencies were calculated for each of
500 modes (if transformer outages were taken into
account there would be 20 emergency).

2 ANN configuration and input
parameters
ANN configuration for the problem under consideration
is shown in Fig. 2. It represents a three-layer perceptron.
In the input layer of the network there are 27 neurons NI
(or 54, depending on the calculation option), in the
output layer – NK = 15 (the number of failed lines in the
test scheme). The number of neurons in the hidden layer
is defined for each case by the minimum error of the
identification result.
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Fig. 3. Changes of the voltage phases at buses 2, 4, 5 during
emergency situations for the line number 2.
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4 Research results
To detect the network topology with the permitted error,
it is necessary to know the time period of the transient
phenomena during which the neural network provides
for such error. To solve this problem, calculations were
carried out with two data sets. The first of them used the
changes in the measurement values for one time slice
with 27 input parameters of ANN. The second – the
changes in measurement values for two consecutive time
slices with 54 parameters.
The number of samples for ANN training and testing
was varied depending on the calculation option and the
number of time slices. The calculations were carried out
according to the program developed in the software
environment Embacadero C++ Builder. The results are
given in Table 1. For the time instants corresponding to
the line outage or turning on the line by an autoreclosing device both ANNs correctly detect the network
topology.

Fig. 2. Structure of the artificial neural network used to identify
power network topology.

The input variables are represented by the change of
a voltage phase at buses endowed with PMU and the
change of a current magnitude in lines incident to buses
at which PMU are attached using seven voltage phasor
measurements at buses are instrumented with PMU and
twenty current phasor measurements in network lines.
With the above placing PMUs we get 27 phasor
measurement values. When there are measurements
available at both line ends, one of them could be ignored.
Therefore, seven current magnitudes from 27 values
were not used. Also, voltage magnitude measurements
were not taken into account since most of them did not
change much when there was an outage of one of the
lines. The changes in the voltage phase and current
magnitudes were calculated as a difference between
measurement values in 0.1 s.
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threshold for the studied system. That is, if the maximum
change in the voltage phase among the buses with PMUs
is less than the specified one, then it results in a large
error of the network topology detection. The least
average values correspond to an extreme points of curves
of a voltage phase change. For these particular points
one can observe a sharp increase in error of this solution.
Fig. 3 shows the intervals of the admissible ANN
calculation error when the network topology is detected
(with the arrows).
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Table 1. The comparison of the results between two
calculation options of the topology detection.

0
432
1078
5616
0
358
1185
5914

0
2.4
3.99
15.6
0
1.99
4.39
16.43

5 Conclusions
The method of detecting electrical network topology
based on ANN using phasor measurements is proposed.
It is in a transient. The method allows detecting the
topology at the beginning of emergency conditions
associated with both line outage and turning it on by an
auto-reclosing device.
Regardless of why the topology changes (line
outage/turning on line) the same ANN can be used
responding to changes in voltage phases and current
magnitudes received from PMU.
The area for future work on this topic is the
consideration of other methods for solving the problem
of detecting topology in the transient phenomena as well
as an inclusion of a wider range of possible events, such
as generator trips, two or more lines outages.

The results for both options are quite close to each
other. The admissible relative error 4.39% for the second
option corresponds to the data usage for four time slices
when there was an outage of the line and four time slices
when the line was turned on by an auto-reclosing device,
while for the first case the relative error 15.6%
corresponds to these data. On this basis one can prefer
using the second version of the calculations in which the
values of the changes of voltage phases and current
magnitudes for two consecutive time slices are used.
Table 2 presents average values of voltage phase
changes at buses are instrumented with PMUs for all
modes and all emergency conditions for a time interval
from 0.1 s to 0.5 s since the moment of the line outage
and the moment when it is turned on by an autoreclosing device.
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